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Invitation






Open your mind to ideas.
Choose what you need.
Use what you take.
Share what you learn.

Digital Photography
for Genealogists
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During This Presentation….



Defining Digital Imaging



Photographing as a
Genealogist



Example of How Digital
Camera Saves Time and
Expenses



Digital Camera Checklist for
Research



Editing, Cataloging, and
Database Organization
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Defining
Digital Imaging
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Defining Digital Imaging
 The picture is encoded as a



Digital images may also be
transformed, manipulated, and
combined in various ways that
make them a versatile and
convenient format for
preserving images.



Storage can be in various
computer formats, but the
most stable and long-term form
currently available is CD/DVD.



It is currently believed by many
that images encoded on
DVD/CD’s will continue to be
available, with absolutely no
degradation, a hundred years
from now.

series of numeric values, with
each value representing some
aspect of a tiny spot in the
picture.






Images are by scanning--or
'digitizing'--a printed image.
Once digitized, the image is
just a series of numbers, and
those numbers can be copied
by others without any further
loss of data.
Can be copied over and over
again so long as the data is
transmitted (copied) without
error.
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The Digital Advantage versus Film Advantage
Film cameras use film



Reoccurring film costs.



Processing costs. Wasted shots.



After exposing a roll of film



You have to reload the film
camera.



Take the exposed film to be
developed.



Pick it up and hope you have
the pictures you wanted.

Full rolls of film to expose before
you can see any of the pictures.



Film expiration dates to worry
about.



Necessity of protective film bags
when passing through airport
security.



Negatives or slides to scratch or
collect dust.
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The Digital Advantage versus Film Advantage
Most Digital Cameras

With a Digital Camera



Record and store photos on
some sort of removable media
card.



You can look at the picture as
soon as you snap.



Allows you to shoot numerous
photos.



Decide whether it’s good enough
to keep.



Easily download them to a
computer.



If not, you can retake them,
before you leave the library or
cemetery.



Clear the card to be used again.



Create opportunities, for
example, visit relatives and have
them pull out their old photo
albums and take photos of them
on the spot.
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Desired Features When Choosing a Digital Camera


Lens cover that closes
automatically when the camera
is turned off.

Good quality glass lens.



4" or closer macro resolution
and quality controls.

Automatic and manual
exposure controls or scenes.



Can use rechargeable batteries.



Built-in flash.



Minimum 3X zoom on
playback.



Ability to shoot multiple formats
(JPEG, TIFF, RAW).



4-megapixel camera (Min).



Selling for $350 to $500.
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Defining Image File Formats
Each picture is stored in the camera as a digital image file.
Two most common formats are:

TIFF (*.tif)

JPEG (*.jpg)

1. Best quality for master copy.

1. Smallest file size for email and
web sites.

2. Image format is a commonly
readable file that is recognized
by nearly every image-editing
program.
3. Some cameras allow you to
save the data as .tif files which
are much larger than .jpg files
and require more storage
space.

2. Higher quality JPEG format is
usually good.
3. This file format compresses the
actual data from your camera
records and reduces the file
size, without a noticeable
change in image quality.

4. These files require more time to
open or save.
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Megapixels Make A Difference
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Defining Image File Formats
Difference in image size.

JPEG (*.jpg)

8X10 Photo-343 KB

TIFF (*.tif)

8X10 Photo-18,620 KB (18.6 Meg.)
54 times larger than JPEG version.
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Moving Photos from
Your Camera to Your Computer
Method 1: Cable/Docking
Station
Your camera will connect to the
computer by a cable special
docking station. Docking
stations are usually proprietary
and only work with a camera
make and model.

Method 2: Card Reader/writer
Requires the memory card to be
removed from the camera and
placed in the card reader that
connects to your computer.
Card readers are available for
each type of memory (storage)
card or stick.
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It's a beautiful
photograph, but do
you know WHY it's
beautiful?
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Get in close. No, closer. Nope, still
closer. There! You've got it!
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Get in close. No, closer. Nope, still
closer. There! You've got it!
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
The Rule of
Thirds

Photographic Composition:
The Rule Of Thirds and The
Golden Mean
 The rule of thirds is a
guideline for when you have
vertical or horizontal lines in
your image.
 The "Golden Mean" says that
the main subjects of an
image should be placed at
the intersecting points .
The Golden
Mean
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
The Rule Of Thirds and The
Golden Mean
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
The Rule Of Thirds and The
Golden Mean
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
The Rule Of Thirds and The
Golden Mean
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
The Rule Of Thirds and The
Golden Mean
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
Triangle
 By placing objects in
your composition
along strong diagonal
lines that create a
triangle, you'll add
strength to your
image.
 Another way to use
triangles is to draw a
line diagonally from
one corner to the
other of your frame,
then draw another line
in from either of the
remaining corners so
that it meets your first
line at a 90 degree
angle.

The tree, chairs and little island
spot out on the side of the photo
create the perfect triangle in this
image.

Upon first appearance, if someone
told you this image was composed
of triangles, you’d say “right?”, but
that's where the idea of implied
lines comes in.
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
Frame within a Frame
 Use materials near you in
your foreground and
include them in your
photograph around two
or more of the edges to
create a sort of "frame."
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
Leading Lines
 Roads and footpaths are
a great way to use leading
lines to your advantage
and draw your viewer into
your photograph.
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
Circle
 The circle (breaks the
Golden Mean) can be
used effectively when
composing a photograph,
if the subject is right.
 "The Circle" is a tricky
element to use in a
photograph effectively,
but when done well,
makes for an outstanding
photograph. This is really
a fantastic shot - the
moody lighting adds a
gritty, realistic feel.
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
Rhythm
 This is a way to use
repetition of form
and shape in an
image to create
interest.
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It's a beautiful photograph, but do you know WHY it's beautiful?
Photographic Composition:
Negative Space
 Negative space is a term
used in photography that
implies only a tiny
fraction of the frame is
taken up by the actual
subject.
 Negative space is usually
used to make the subject
seem very small, or to
give the impression of the
subject being in a wideopen space.
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Digital Camera Transfer Options

Camera
Mega pixels

Number of
images that fit
on a 64MB
memory card

Number of
images that
fit on a
128MB
memory
card

Number of
images that
fit on a
256MB
memory
card

Number of
images that
fit on a
512MB
memory
card

Number of
images that
fit on a
1GB
memory
card

4MP

40–50

91–100

171–189

362–400

724–800

5MP

35–40

70–78

141–157

283–313

565–625

6MP

27–32

57–63

113–125

226–250

452–500

8MP

20–23

38–42

75–83

151–167

301–333
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Taking Better Digital Photos: Overall Tips


Be prepared. Gather everything
you’ll need, such as a tripod,
extra batteries, and any props
you’ll use.



Hold your camera steady. Camera
movement causes most of the
blurry pictures you see.



Get closer. Try to get within two
to four feet of your subject. Ideal
photo composition is 90%
subject and 10% background.



Cut the clutter. Nothing ruins a
photo like stray objects that
detract from your composition.
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Taking Better Digital Photos: Overall Tips


Take more pictures. Most of us
are frugal with the number of
pictures we take.



Find the right lighting. Use the
flash sparingly, especially when
photographing people.



Remove red eyes. There are a
few factors that cause people to
have glowing eyes in photos,
including the amount of pigment
in their eyes.



Try a new angle. Get creative by
using different angles.
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Taking Better Digital Photos: Overall Tips


Don't say cheese. Sometimes
you want a perfectly posed
picture, such as a portrait of the
kids with their grandparents.



Avoid the bull's-eye effect.
There’s nothing wrong with
placing your subject in the exact
center of the frame, but there’s
nothing particularly interesting
about it either.
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Photographing Slides and Film
 For best results, mount your

www.specialtyphotographic.com

camera on a tripod.



Mount your adaptor to the
camera.



Place the camera in front of
light source that will provide
constant steady light.



Insert memory card. Suggest
256 meg or higher.



Insert the first slide/film and
click the shutter button.



If you are unable to secure an
adaptor for your camera:
Strongly suggest using
scanners equipped for slides
and film.

Photo Studio
in-a-box.
Provides
desired
tools to
photograph
documents
indoors.
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Photographing as a
Genealogist
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Genealogy Photographing is
10% Outdoors and 90% Indoors
Indoors

Outdoors



Libraries.



Cemeteries.



Courthouses.





Museums.

Land or buildings where family
members once lived, worked or
worshipped.



Historical societies.





Homes.

Many outdoor shots are of
historical consequence, but not
of genealogical substance.



Family reunions.



Other places where documents
and pictures are.
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Digital Photography Is All About
Lighting and Location


Use flash less than 10% of the
time.



Instead of flash use:
 Natural lighting (e.g., near a
window).
 Light stands with diffusion
screen and lights.
 Self-contained photo studio
includes: tripod, diffusion
lights and screen, and copy
stand.



Shooting documents with flash
indoors usually creates a “Hot
Spot” caused by using a flash
too close.



When you have no choice but a
flash, use it sparingly like in a
group setting or for a
gravestone that is in shaded
area.



Many libraries and research
facilities prohibit flash
photography.



Come prepared to shoot
without flash.
The first problem you will
always face is lighting.
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Digital Photography Is All About
Lighting and Location

Morning sun
behind grave
stone with
shadow.

Mid-day sun.

Sunset.

Overcast day.

Stonework of James Boyter,
Stone Mason, Beaver, Utah.
Early 1900’s.
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Photographing Unbound Pages


Mount your camera on its
stand, in shooting position.



Use a white sheet of paper, or
the white painted cookie sheet.
 Set the pre-set white
balance on your camera.
 Choose auto white balance
if your camera doesn't have
a pre-set option.



Place your document in
position and anchor it with
magnets.



Select the camera's macro
mode if necessary.

Agreement for services rendered by slave.
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Photographing Unbound Pages


Zoom in so document is
properly framed.



Make sure the focus is clear
and sharp.



Set the camera's self-timer, and
press the shutter.



View the picture on the LCD,
zoom in and check for the
proper focus, and exposure
(brightness and contrast). Can
you easily read the text?



If the focus and/or exposure are
incorrect, make the camera
corrections, and re-shoot the
document.

Promise to pay agreement.
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Photographing Bound Pages
Books can be a problem, because the pages seldom lay completely
flat when the book is opened to a normal reading position.



Shoot book pages with the
cover held up at about an 80degree angle.



Rotate the book so spine is
facing the back of the copy
stand.



Open the book to the first page
you want to shoot.
 Make sure there are no
shadows falling on the
page.
 Hold the front, or back
cover and the pages
preceding the one you are
shooting.

Manual system of family group sheets
with documentation.
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Photographing Bound Pages


Set the timer and press the
shutter button halfway down
and hold in position for a few
seconds to give the camera
time to adjust the automatic
focus and exposure settings.



Check to make sure the focus is
correct before pressing the
button all the way down so the
timer releases the shutter.



Family history book.

Before photographing the next
page, place the opposite cover
down on the table.
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Photographing Bound Pages


Slide the book back into
position so that it is under the
camera, with the spine of the
book next to the stand.

•

Note: if the page is upside
down, that’s ok. You can fix
that during your editing.



Repeat for each page, turning
the book around each time.
Church congregations’
membership.
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Using Voice Recognition Software for Scanned and Filmed Documents
Background
 Page Photographed
Need
 Need to turn into a
Word/Text File to use
in family history,
website, etc.
 File Size 239 Words
Voice Recognition
 Naturally speaking
(Speaking and Editing)
2 Min 23 Sec.
 99% Recognition
Data Entry
 Data Entry into Word
(Typing and Editing)
6 min 45 Sec.

Error: and need
Correct: in Neath

Error: Glamorgan shire
Correct: Glamorganshire
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Using OCR Software for Scanned and Filmed Documents
Background
 Page Scanned
Need
 Need to turn into a
Word/Text File to use
in family history,
website, etc.
 File Size 218 Words
Voice Recognition
 Naturally speaking
(Speaking and Editing)
37Sec.
 99% Recognition
Data Entry
 Data Entry into Word
(Typing and Editing)
5 min 15 Sec.
Word Document
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Photographing Oversized Pages
2’ X 3’ Early 1800’s map of USA.



Set up your stand, and adjust
your camera.



Open the large book/page.



Adjust the camera and take
photos.

18” X 24”’ Free slave census.
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Photographing Oversized Pages
•

If the page is too large for your
camera (e.g., map, newspaper)
consider taking multiple photos which
can be “stitched” together in editing
program. For example:









Use card: START
Use card: 1 Top Left
Use card: 2 Top Right
Use card: 3 Bottom Left
Use card: 4 Bottom Right
Use Card: END

Rotate the book/paper as needed.

3’ X 4’ Lee’s of Virginia family tree.
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Common Experiences of Photographing Photos


Photos are tucked away in trunk,
glued in an album, etc.



Access to the photos requires
owner to be there with you.



Sometimes photos are already in
book or magazine.



Photographs are captured best
with scanner.



When scanner is not available,
digital camera is next best thing.
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Type of photos expected:



Usually black and white.



Tintypes and sepia toned
portraits.



Postcards.



Color photographs.



Old negatives.



Slides.



Transparencies.



Printed in book/magazine.



Cut out from/printed in
newspaper.
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Photographing Photos


Mount your camera on it’s
stand, in shooting position.



Use a white sheet of
paper/copy stand.



Place your photo in position
and anchor it with magnets if
desired.



Select the camera's macro
mode if necessary.



Zoom in so photo is properly
framed.
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Photographing Photos


Make sure the focus is clear
and sharp. Set the camera's
self-timer, and press the
shutter.



View the picture on the LCD,
zoom in, check for the proper
focus, exposure (brightness
and contrast).
 Make sure you don’t see
any reflections, hot spots,
etc.

•

If the focus and/or exposure
are incorrect, make the
camera corrections, and reshoot the document.
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Photographing Microfilm


Hold the camera up next to the
lens. Or place your camera on
a tripod located in front of the
reader screen.



Place a white paper (or other
color) on the read surface as
the target area for shooting.



Adjust the camera/tripod
position so the information
you want to copy fills the LCD
frame, not the viewfinder.
Image projected on slanted surface.
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Photographing Microfilm


Focus and or set the macro
mode if necessary. This will
depend on your camera model
and how far away it is from the
microfilm reader.



Make sure the flash is turned
off. Set the camera's self-timer
if needed.



Cropped microfilm image.

Gently press the shutter
button halfway to lock the
exposure and focus.
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Photographing Microfilm


Press the button completely
down. If using the tripod,
move away from the camera
and wait for the self-timer to
trip the shutter.



Take several shots. Consider
using the "best shot selector"
and/or auto bracketing your
shots if your camera has these
features or manual bracketing
if it doesn't.

Microfilm image enhanced with
placement of color paper on
projection surface. Sample
colors used from top to bottom
are canary, white, pink.
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Photographing People


Enjoy taking photographs.



Take close “tight” photos of
your subject.



Take candid pictures.



Use natural light.



Avoid harsh shadows.
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Photographing Children
Make picture-taking a part of your everyday life with children. Children are
always climbing, building, exploring, and trying out new things.



Begin a photo tradition.



Be patient.



Shoot at eye level.



Take candid pictures.



Include friends.



Get close.



Let kids record their world.



Place your subject off-center.
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Photographing Babies


Take pictures frequently.



Capture feelings.



Get close.



Try different angles.



Include other people in
pictures.



Use a simple background.



Use natural light.
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Photographing Landscape


Include a strong point of
interest.



Include an interesting object in
the foreground.



Place the point of interest offcenter.



Include people for scale.



Use lines to lead the eye.
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Photographing Landscape


Wait for the right light.



Take pictures, even in bad
weather.



Turn-off your flash.



Avoid distractions.
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Photographing Buildings


Choose your angle, avoid
distractions.



Include an interesting object in
the foreground.



Take pictures of the buildings
architectural details.



Include people when appropriate.



Use lines to lead the eye.



Wait for the right light.



Consider the direction the
building is facing.
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Photographing Buildings


Take pictures, even in bad
weather.



Turn-off your flash.



Remember the green grass and
blue sky.



Choose your angle, avoid
distractions.



Winter, spring, summer, fall.



Take your time to frame the
photograph.
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Telling A Story
•

Take a sequence of pictures that
convey the main point of the
project—tearing down a wall,
digging a hole, showing a horse,
taking a trip, walking in the steps
of ancestors. Include all the steps.



Start with a "before" shot.



Include people.



Show details.



Shoot at different angles.



Fill the frame.
Horse auction in
Spanish Fork, Utah
2003.
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Telling A Story

Bel Air plantation,
colonial Virginia
home of Charles
Ewell.
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Telling A Story

Skagit Valley Tulip
Festival, Washington
2004.
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Telling A Story

Ancestral land
and French
Huguenot
church,
Virginia
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Photographing Family Gatherings
Family gatherings can include
funerals, reunions, weddings,
holiday gatherings, special
occasions (e.g., anniversaries,
birthdays, award ceremonies).



Capture the emotion.



Show the candles aglow.



Avoid red-eye when using flash.



Stay within the flash range.



Avoid flash reflections.



Use natural light.
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Photographing Family Gatherings


Get Close.



Ask family to gather in groups.



Use your zoom.



Tell a story of the event.



Use a simple background.



Take candid shots.



Provide one-time-use cameras.



Put yourself in the picture.
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Photographing Family Gatherings

Scenes from
the funeral.
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Photographing Scrapbooks/Artwork


Photograph your children with
their art.



Take individual photos of each
piece.



Frame it.



Document the process.

High school art
of Teresa Ewell.
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Photographing a Walk in the City


Collect brochures, flyers, from the
city.



Photograph points of interest to
you.



Include a picture of a street sign
and house number.



Include pictures of city names.

A walk among the lake homes on
Lake Union, Seattle, Washington.
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Photographing in the Libraries


Know the policy about digital
photography before you go.



Do not use flash.



Set up photo stand or tripod.



You may need to sign an intended
uses statement.



May need to have one of their
staff handle rare objects.



Only take photos of intended
artifacts.

Virginia
Library
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Photographing in the Libraries


Many libraries do not allow
photos of interior of building or
people.



Set up camera in corner away
from others so as not to disturb.



Set up near window to gain most
from natural light.
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Photographing Museums and Archives
 Check first to see if photography
is allowed.



Objects covered with glass or
plastic are best shot at angle.



Snap a separate picture of a
caption or a label of the exhibit.



Use the tripod along with your
camera’s self-timer night/low light
setting.



No Tripod? Then brace yourself.
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Photographing at the Cemetery
 Take photos of the cemetery
entrance, sign, book of records,
and church.



North, south, east, and west: Best
time of day for photographing
headstones.



Large headstones need a closeup of inscriptions.



Family grave plots need group
and individual photos of each
headstone.



Consider taking photos of all
headstones in small community
cemetery.
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Photographing at the Cemetery



Look at the base, top, sides, and
back of headstones.



Take eye-level photos of
headstone inscriptions.



Talk to the sexton.



Take time to clear grass and other
foliage away from inscription.



Use a little chalk for the hard to
read old headstones.



Tilt your camera to the angle of
the headstone.



Black and gray polished marble
shoot at angle.

Surname ”Schriner”
appears on top of
headstone.
Two daughters
buried with
mother written
on back of
headstone.

Name “Bill” on
edge of stone
when grass
cleared away.
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Photographing at the Cemetery
 Try using flash on shady
headstones on cloudy days.



Try soft brush or natural sponge
and water to remove surface soil.



Never use hard objects or stiff
brushes to clean the stone.



Removing lichens with sharp
objects most often destroys
surface.



Keep a written record.
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Photographing at the Cemetery
 Some items to consider as part of
written record include:
 Location.
 Map of the cemetery with the
stones numbered.
 When photographed (time,
date, and frame number).
 Transcription of the epitaph.



Cemetery landmarks.

Post your photos of headstones
on family websites or sites such
as Virtual Cemetery.
http://www.genealogy.com/vcem_
welcome.html

Cemetery
plot map.
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Examples of
How Digital Camera
Saves Time and
Expenses
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• Month long genealogy trip to
Virginia/DC Area (2005)
Air travel

Out-ofpocket
expenses

Savings w/
digital
camera

$375

Car rental and gas: 5,000 miles

$1750

30 nights food and lodging

$2100

Duplication costs

$325

Misc. costs (e.g., batteries, tolls, entry fees)

$500
$12,500

Digital camera images (25,000-plus)
•Images

include: histories, documents, Bibles, family group
sheets, photos, headstones, and landscape/buildings/family.
•Savings in reproduction costs. Average cost per image is .50
cents, U.S. currency.

Total

$5,050

$12,500
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Additional travel and time savings.
Reproduction time versus digital photography of images.
Average time used per digital image is 10 seconds (includes research time).

Digital
Photography

Photocopy

Average time of 30 seconds photocopying each image.

25,000 Document images X 30
seconds divided by 60 minutes

Est.
photocopying
would have taken
208 Hours

25,000 Document images X 10
seconds divided by 60 minutes

Est. photography
time: 83 Hours

Saving 125
Hours or
60% of
reproduction time

Saving
15.25 days
of trip time
at $155.00
per day for
total of
$2,363.00
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Editing,
Cataloging,
Database Organization
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Editing Your Photography


Remember - your original
photos are your negatives.



Most common editing tasks
you will perform include:
• Correcting images taken
under poor light.
• Improving color and
contrast on faded
documents.
• Repairing damaged
document (e.g., cracks in
photos.
• Cropping out unwanted
images.
• Bringing sections of
larger piece together into
one.



Example of editing sequence
using Adobe Photoshop or
Elements. (It is similar with
other image editing tools.)
1. Import image.
2. Create duplicate image.
3. Rotate image as needed.
4. Use cropping/editing
tools to trim image.
5. Use auto level, auto
color, auto contrast. Use
manual if needed.
6. Save as: Use file name
structure. Copy and paste
from other document.
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Editing Your Photography
Photo Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.

Further
editing
separates
images.
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Editing Your Photography
3-ring Binder Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.
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Editing Your Photography
Photo in Frame from Museum Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.
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Editing Your Photography
Landscape with Early Morning Fog Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.
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Editing Your Photography
Multiple Image Segments Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.
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Editing Your Photography
Headstone Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.
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Editing Your Photography
Book with Photo Example

Digital image before edit.

Digital image after edit.
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